Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 293 K; mean (C-C) = 0.005 Å; R factor = 0.032; wR factor = 0.119; data-to-parameter ratio = 12.9.
In the title molecule, C 5 H 7 N 3 OS, all the non-hydrogen atoms except the O atom are almost planar [maximum least squares plane deviation = 0.035 (3) Å for the N atom]. The crystal packing is stabilized by intermolecular O-HÁ Á ÁN hydrogen bonds, which link the molecules into inversion dimers.
Related literature
For a related structure, see: Xie (2008) . For the biological activity of thiazolidine-containing compounds, see: Iwata et al. (1988) . For bond-length data, see: Allen et al. (1987) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). 
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Comment
Thiazolidine is an important kind of group in organic chemistry. Many compounds containing Thiazolidine groups possess a broad spectrum of biological activities (Iwata et al., 1988) . Here, we report the title crystal structure.
In (Z)-(3-(hydroxymethyl)thiazolidin-2-ylideneamino)formonitrile ( Fig. 1 ), all bond lengths are normal (Allen et al., 1987) and in a good agreement with those reported previously (Xie, 2008) . It is known that the imino tautomers can exist as two geometrical isomers, syn (Z) and anti (E), but in this crystal, only Z isomers have been observed. The atoms of whole molecule except O atom (C1-C5/N1-N3/S1) are almost planar [maximum least squares plane deviation for N1 0.035 (3) Å].
The crystal packing is stabilized by intermolecular O-H···N hydrogen bonds, which link the molecules into dimers.
Experimental
A mixture of (Z)-(thiazolidin-2-ylideneamino)formonitrile 10 mmol (1.27 g), paraformaldehyde (0.36 g, 12 mmol) and 0.01 g triethylamine were refluxed in absolute EtOH (20 mL) for 3 h. On cooling, the product crystallizes and was filtered and then recrystallized from absolute ethanol. Yield 1.51 g (96%). Single crystals suitable for X-ray measurements were obtained by recrystallization from ethanol at room temperature.
Refinement
All H atoms were found on difference maps. The hydroxyl H atoms were refined freely, giving an O-H bond distance of 0.80 Å. The remaining H atoms were placed in calculated positions, with C-H = 0.97 Å with U iso (H) = 1.2 times U eq (C). 
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
Refinement. Refinement of F 2 against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F 2 , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F 2 . The threshold expression of F 2 > 2sigma(F 2 ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger.
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å 2 )
x y z U iso */U eq S1 0.15141 (12) 0.91511 (8) 
